
Making abstract concepts perceptible
through data visualization.

Making the invisible
visible

Edit Gyenge

Emotions, ideas, hope, and happiness are examples of
abstract concepts that have no physical or spatial
constraints because they have no direct representation
in the physical world. They are hard to explain and
usually generate a great amount of debate and so much
literature, but can we turn these abstract concepts into
something perceptible to the eye, and more importantly,
useful in acquiring knowledge? How can transposing
these concepts into insightful data visualizations help the
community at large?
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Information designer

About me

Edit Gyenge

I am an Information designer and entrepreneur based in 
Bucharest. I worked as a journalist and as a 
communication consultant. My passion for 
information design drove me to build my own 
company (Egas Studio). I am actively developing static 
and interactive data visualization projects for business 
clients, NGOs, and media outlets. Some of my biggest 
media projects are published in Panorama.ro, where I 
am the author of the Infographics section.

This year, my portfolio was shortlisted at the Sigma 
Data Journalism Awards. Also, my work has been 
shortlisted for this year’s Information is Beautiful 
Awards.

https://egas.studio/

https://panorama.ro/infografice/

Company website:

Main data journalism projects:

https://editgyenge.com/

@editgyenge

@edit_gyenge

@eg44
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The concern for visualizing abstract concepts

Introduction

Edit Gyenge

We are used to data visualization as a mean of enhancing 
our understanding of the world, building knowledge, 
clarifying trends. We use data visualization to better 
understand key economic facts, sports results, political 
distribution, health data, geographic information and so 
much more, usually numbers and figures that define 
industries and domains. But data visualization isn't just a 
tool of "the perceptible". 
It is only in recent years that data visualization started to
be used as a mean of understanding more abstract 
concepts like feelings and emotions. It is an important 
mean to figuring out and visualizing concepts that aren’t 
really tangible, are more difficult to quantify and that
aren’t perceptible, at least not with our main senses.
In the past few years, the COVID-19 pandemic really 
affected everyone’s mental balance. Recent studies show 
that depression and anxiety reached historical levels. So, 
the more important it becomes to be able not just to 
measure feelings, but to visualize them in order to 
understand key social trends.

3 reasons why data visualization of feelings and 
emotions is useful:

• Understanding the big picture
• Connecting the dots and making associations
• Building a broader sense of reality
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Seeing the emotional bubbles

Understanding the
big picture

Edit Gyenge

If I were to ask you a simple question like who do you 
think smiles the most? Or which country has the 
angriest people? What is the main thing that comes into 
you mind? Can you visualize the answer?

Bellow is a data visualization project that shows how the 
world feels right now by describing the prevalence of six 
major feelings: smile, enjoyment, respect on one hand 
and sadness, pain and anger on the other hand.

The data is from the Gallup - Global Emotions Report 
2022. Gallup conducted a global research to discover 
the emotional state of people in more than 100 
countries and areas in 2021.

People were asked, if they were to think of yesterday, did 
they experience feelings of smile, enjoyment, respect, 
sadness, pain and anger?

Tools used to build it:

The stellar chart was build
with Flourish.studio

The design improvement
and processing was made
using Affinity Designer
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How to read the chart:

https://news.gallup.com/interactives/248240/global-emotions.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/interactives/248240/global-emotions.aspx


Emotional bubbles
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Seeing the emotional bubbles

Understanding the
big picture

Edit Gyenge

Who smiles the most?

Who is the agriest?
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How to read:

Visualizing the emotional temperature of the
world allows us to see not only the current
status of each state, but to also compare states
from the same region and different regions, to
see the outliers and major differences.



Understanding social dynamics

How does this
generate an impact?

Edit Gyenge
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Visualizing the state of mind, feelings and opinions can 
generate a major breakthrough in understanding social trends, 
community evolution and mass mobilization. After all, feelings 
and personal opinions have long been a source of 
inspiration not only for politics, but also for modern 
capitalist societies, where advertising is one of the leading 
industries. Societies are driven by many things, but people 
are driven by feelings. Understanding them and using them 
to improve social well-being can have a huge impact on the 
world itself.
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How feelings influence facts

Connecting the dots

Edit Gyenge

What if we combine data sets to see if there are 
certain connections? Data analysts do it all the time, 
it's the most interesting way of finding out if what lies 
beneath is more deeper than we have imagined.

When dealing with emotions, the connection is made 
through tests and trials, studies and a complex 
analytical process. The question here is how certain 
feelings influence facts and, moreover, how can 
visualizing these feelings and facts enhance our 
understanding of reality.

One of the pillars on which modern society is built is the 
success vs. failure paradigm. Modern non-fiction books 
often tackle this topic that essentially is a personal 
perceptions of a more personal development. Now, 
success and failure are perceived differently by every 
individual and the key focus is understanding how these 
perceptions affect other things like performance and 
achievements.

In 2018, the OECD analyzed the impact of fear of 
failure on the reading performance of 15 year old boys 
and girls at the PISA tests.

Specialists have shown that fear of failure is a strong 
determinant of school performance. A "healthy" dose 
of fear of failure can make a huge difference in a 
child's results or vice versa, depending on the country.

I visually represented the data using Tableau Public 
and Affinity Designer.
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https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/2f9d3124-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/2f9d3124-en#:~:text=On%20average%20across%20OECD%20countries,what%20others%20think%20about%20them.
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/2f9d3124-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/2f9d3124-en#:~:text=On%20average%20across%20OECD%20countries,what%20others%20think%20about%20them.




How feelings influence facts

Connecting the dots

Edit Gyenge

Girls react better to the fear of failure as the chart shows 
us. When the fear of failure index was increased, girls 
significantly improved their reading performance. Fear of 
failure seems to somehow motivate girls more than 
boys. The results are very strong in developed 
economies, where there is also a stronger gender gap. 
Girls in the United States and Finland improved their 
reading scores by 17 points, while the OECD average is 
9 points higher.

But the fear of failure does not motivate everyone. 
Several countries in Latin America and the Balkans 
react negatively to the fear of failure by lowering 
overall reading performance, which speaks a lot of the 
capability of a child of facing stressful life situations.

In nearly half of the states, boys do not respond well to 
fear of failure. In 31 countries out of 75, boys scored 
lower in reading when they were confronted with the 
fear of failure.
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In her book, The gift of failure, Jessica Lahey talks 
about the fact that girls are usually more protected 
from mistakes by their parents and end up with a 
strong fear of failure, which is why they avoid risks 
and focus on appearances and image. This, Lahey 
argues, leads to increased vulnerability to depression, 
anxiety and stress.

Worldwide, the number of women with depression 
and anxiety disorders is much higher than that of 
men, and in recent years, the number prescribed of 
anti-anxiety pills has increased in Europe.

What the chart showed us is the potential of 
explaining a trend from early stages of adolescence. 
This ca help in educational strategy development, 
improving educational systems and also, a proper 
strategy development that can improve overall 
performance at the work place.
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Finding potential explanations and
developing strategies

How does this
generate an impact?
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https://www.amazon.com/Gift-Failure-Parents-Children-Succeed/dp/0062299255


What is true and what isn't

Building a broader
sense of reality

Edit Gyenge12

We previously talked about the importance of 
visualizing emotions, the impact of emotions on facts, 
but how about the impact of facts on emotions?

Emotions can shape out results and trends, but facts 
and patterns can shape out emotions as well. How this 
played out in the past couple of years was through a 
plethora of media articles concerning the COVID-19 
pandemic discussions. We somehow intuit how this 
affected our overall perception of reality, but don't 
quite know how to measure it. In the following 
example I'm presenting one of my favorite data 
visualization projects, made by David McCandless. 
It's called Mountains out of Molehills and it 
essentially compares the number of media articles 
published regarding certain topics and the actual 
impact of those topics measured in deaths.

The interactive version is here.

https://twitter.com/mccandelish
https://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/mountains-out-of-molehills/
https://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/mountains-out-of-molehills/


Understanding the value and the scale

How does this
generate an impact?

Edit Gyenge13

Some industries thrive on human reaction, so therefore, on
human emotions. Fear, enthusiasm are just some of the
feelings that incite to action.
By looking at third party data that generates a reaction and the
actual facts can say a lot of things about the intent.
Understanding the intent is one step closer to viewing the
world more clearly.

The actual number of deaths



The ability to identify, understand and
visually communicate abstract concepts is a
foundational element of human intelligence

Conclusion

Edit Gyenge14

Even though abstract concept are more difficult to document,
their research and visual representation can lead to valuable
insight.

Nowadays companies use several tools to collect data and
understand customer reaction, employee expectation, opinion
and sentiment on the product or service. What data
visualization brings to the table in this case is the overall image,
the temperature of feelings which can be useful in future
solution drafting and conflict solving.

Data visualization isn't just a process of putting facts and figures
in nice bar charts, pie charts, histograms and maps, but a
process on giving data a voice of itself to tell a story.
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